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Abstract

The aim of the paper is designed to analyze and study the Curriculum of basketball as a subject in lower secondary education. This paper deals with theoretical analyzes of the school curriculum from grade VI to IX of lower secondary education, and analysis of each class separately. When analyzing the Curriculum, we observed all classes separately, through which the aims and objectives for lower secondary education on the subject of basketball can be realized.
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Introduction

Movement is as necessary to mental and physical development as food. (G. Nash).

The program is compiled based on ideal conditions and characteristics of bio-psycho-social support of different age groups, especially based on goals and objectives to be achieved in the locomotor transformation of the students’ body. Within secondary education besides other subjects, the education of pupils through movements is also a consisting part, including the continuous progress of students’ general education within this learning cycle. Throughout the planning of physical education and sport classes, the subject of basketball is included as well. This subject includes the basic parts of the basketball game for students. Basketball movement skills start developing during lower secondary education, starting with the technical elements, and after a period of time they start with recognizing the game tactics, respectively from grade V, VI to IX, more specifically from age 10-11 to age 14-15 years. In lower secondary education, only 2 hours a week are realized, which means that the number of hours per week for this cycle of education is not enough. We have 2 hours per week for this cycle, a total of only 17 hours for collective games, while the other 25 hours or 33% are part of the chosen sport. Thus, for one academic year the subject of physical education and sports includes 74 hours of lessons for lower secondary education.

Objectives and aims of the study

The aim of this paper is to analyze the Curriculum of the basketball course in lower secondary education. We also determined to conduct the study of this paper considering all aspects of dealing with this level of education of students. The main goal of physical education and sport in this cycle is treated by applying fundamental knowledge of the movements. While the additional goal of physical education and sport, is to create opportunities for exercising kinesiological actions, to meet the needs of students during the classes of physical education and sport.

Methods

This paper will carefully treat the theoretical analysis of the curriculum for the subject of basketball to the students of different age groups. Also an analysis of each class separately will be carried out in order to achieve the set objectives.

Discussion

In grade VI, the program includes technical movements without a ball: Learning the types of positions (stands) in basketball, walking, running, stops on basic positions (learned), then the extension exercises, jumping, etc... While technical movements with a ball: Adapting to the ball, catching and holding the ball, passing, free dribbling with changing the hand and direction, stopping the dribble, shooting at the basket from a stand point and moving. Whereas, teaching individual and group tactical elements, such as playing with a basket and tactical exercises 1:1, 2:2 and 3:3 game with one basket. Goals and objectives for this level are: • Pedagogical process is guided so that each student is motivated and successful during Operations; • Basketball as a relaxing sport and education tool in general for the students during the physical education class; • To define the methods and organizational forms of the work during the period of basketball hours; • All classes must motivate, encourage students, and should have good reciprocal relations (human); • Special treatment should be given to students with special needs and the talented ones; • Proper development of the body, locomotive and functional capabilities; • The development of movement skills (coordination, strength, speed, mobility, stability (balance, equilibrium), accuracy (precision) etc... In grade VII, the program includes the strengthening of technical and tactical moves, dribbling, leadership, passing, stealing the ball, shooting, infiltration, coverage of the opponent. The game 1:1, 2:2, 3:3 on one and 4:4 on two baskets. The program also includes the application of technical and tactical elements in different game situations. Goals and objectives for this level are: • Detection and elimination of locomotive weaknesses during the basketball...
In this paper we have inspected in chronological order, the entire curriculum of lower secondary education for the field of basketball, namely analysis, goals and objectives for each class separately. We can conclude that the purpose of this paper is designed to analyze the curriculum for this education cycle in the subject of basketball, by which we have also managed to accomplish the goals and objectives set for publication in the theoretical analysis of the curriculum in question.

Recommendations

We recommend that in lower secondary education, the hours per week of physical education and sports classes should increase because of the multi-dimensional positivity as a necessity of the level and time. • This period of development of lower secondary education is very essential to the subsequent and permanent education of students, and their psycho-physical fitness; • The proper growth and development occur right at this age, so we should be very careful during the hours of basketball for the respective grades; • We must be very careful when developing students’ locomotion, and perfection of the movements of the game of basketball at this level of education;

• If possible, we actively add (increase) motivation, character and emotions of students during the education in this age; • Students should gain necessary skills to advance in organized basketball activity; • We must apply “EUROFIT” tests which manage to evaluate the anthropological dimensions students; Work systematically and consistently to all school years; • Appropriate infrastructure for basketball will contribute in doubling the numbers of hours/classes and the increasing the professional level in this school cycle.
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Sažetak
Cilj ovog rada bio je dizajniran ka analizi i proučavanju Kurukuluma košarke kao subjekta u osnovno-školskom obrazovanju. Rađ se bavi teorijskom analizom školskog kurikuluma od VI do IX razreda i analizira svaki razred posebno. Kroža takav pristup i analizu odvojenih razreda, mogu biti realizirani ciljevi i namjere u obrazovanju u osnovnoj školi.
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